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Abstract. Model Driven Engineering helps dealing with complexity by 
promoting models as abstraction units. Aspect Oriented Modeling helps 
separating concerns that crosscut across different models. MDE and AOM have 
well identified challenges that need to be addressed. However, there are new 
challenges that appear when combining both techniques. In this paper we 
present the challenges that appear when validating the model composition in the 
context of MDE and AOM applied to adaptive systems. 
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1  Introduction 
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) promotes abstraction as a basis for managing 
complexity. MDE proposes the systematic use of models as primary engineering 
artifacts. Such models can have a variety of natures and range in abstraction and 
complexity. Models from higher abstraction level are refined (transformed) into lower 
levels until the implementation. Besides, models can be transformed from one domain 
to another in order to ease the resolution of a defined problem. 
Aspect Oriented Modeling (AOM) helps separating crosscutting concerns at 
model level by encapsulating them into different modeling dimensions referred as 
aspect. AOM enables a clear modularization of the different concerns constituting a 
design model. It also allows designers to reason about each concern separately, and 
later composed into a global model. 
Research challenges have been widely identified for AOM and MDE [11]. Model 
transformation testing[5], model verification and validation [9], and AOM weaving 
mechanism definition [2] are just a few examples of the challenges faced by these 
technologies. 
Nevertheless, not all the challenges have been identified as far as validation in 
MDE and AOM is concerned. Challenges regarding the composition and refinement 
of aspect models need to be identified.  This is critical to ensure that composed 
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models will perform as expected, and therefore, their refined implementation will do 
so [4, 8]. This is a fundamental issue for the adoption of AOM as a mechanism for 
separation of concerns and MDE as a complexity coping mechanism. 
In this paper we present the challenges that arise from the validation of model 
composition. We specially address the challenges that arise in the case of adaptive 
systems, where models are used to abstract from the executing platform and aspects 
represent the dynamic variability of the system. Such challenges range from the 
combinatorial explosion produced by the composition order of different aspects, to 
the specification of the model resulting from the composition. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents MDE and 
AOM applied to adaptive systems. Section 3 presents the challenges that arise when 
validating AOM and MDE in the context of adaptive systems. Finally, section 4 
concludes.  
2  MDE and AOM for adaptive systems 
Designing, developing, maintaining and executing adaptive systems is very 
complex and error prone. Model Driven and Aspect Oriented techniques can help 
dealing with this complexity. In this section we present the contribution of MDE and 
AOM to handle the complexity when dealing with adaptive systems. 
Adaptive systems are software systems capable of change their internal structure 
and behavior in response to changes in their environment [1]. They are typically 
deployed in heterogeneous computing devices ranging from mobile devices such as 
phones or PDAs to large computer systems.  Generally, several variation points are 
defined in order to develop an adaptive system. Each variation point represents a 
different option in the system implementation that might be chosen to adapt the 
system. The selection of different variation points to derive the adapted system leads 
to a huge number of possible configurations.  Reasoning over that huge set of 
configurations to choose the best possible configuration to adapt is too time 
consuming because of the large number of evaluations needed. Moreover, the 
adaptation logic relies on reconfiguration policies that are generally complex low-
level and hand-written in the application producing large and complex reconfiguration 
files. These factors make the construction, execution and maintenance of adaptive 
systems highly complex.  MDE and AOM help dealing with this complexity by the 
meaning of abstraction and separation of concerns [19]. 
MDE techniques provide the means to automate and optimize the creation of 
reconfiguration scripts. Besides, MDE helps abstracting from the target platform by 
defining models independent of target devices and technologies. Models representing 
the system in execution (models at runtime) help to manage the execution at more 
abstract level; therefore, they enable designers to reason about the system properties 
and adaptation logic at higher level. 
Aspect-Oriented modeling techniques [10, 13, 15, 18] help encapsulating distinct 
variation points into aspects separated from the base model functionalities. Different 
aspects might be composed with the base model in order to obtain different 
configurations. This reduces the reasoning space to a limited number of aspects, 
therefore avoiding the combinatorial explosion due to different variants. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Overall MDE/AOM approach for adaptive systems 
Figure 1, presents an overall approach for adapting systems by using MDE and 
AOM techniques. At design-time, the application base (AM) and variant architecture 
(AS) models are designed. At this time, the adaptation model, which states when, and 
how to adapt is built. At runtime, the adaptation mechanism processes the adaptation 
model in order to adapt when needed (1). When an adaptation is required, the 
adaptation mechanism chooses (driven by the adaptation model) a set of aspects 
(variants) and weaves them into the base (2). This weaving results in multiple models 
that could be used to adapt the executing system.  The adaptation mechanism chooses 
only one model (3) and then automatically generates the reconfiguration scripts used 
to adapt the executing system (4). 
3  Challenges 
MDE and AOM can help dealing with the complexity involved in the life cycle of 
adaptive systems. However, their usage raises new challenges regarding the validation 
of model composition. In the following we summarize the challenges and research 
questions related to the validation in the context of adaptive system. 
 
Validation of composed models (3 in figure 1): The selection of the best possible 
configuration is critical for adaptive systems. The aspects modifying the base 
configuration must produce configurations that will not break down the system and 
that response in the best possible way to environmental changes . Therefore, it is 
crucial to ensure that the composed models fit the adaptation requirements. A model 
that is valid with respect to the adaptation requirements will lead to a correct 
adaptation. Testing techniques such as combinatorial testing [12, 24] and search based 
testing [17] may help validating that the composed model fits the adaptation 
requirements. Such testing techniques provide the means to explore a huge adaptation 
space and test whether the chosen configurations are fitted adaptations. Formal 
behavioral specification techniques [25] may also be useful to verify that the 
composed models will fit the adaptation invariants. 
    It is an intuition to think that, if the chosen aspects are valid and the base model is 
valid, then the composed model will be valid. Is this always true? How can it be 
ensured? These questions are fundamental because they may allow to reason about 
the aspects and model validity separately and then compose a valid model. However, 
event if this is true, it is still an issue how to validate the aspect models and how to 
validate the base model. Moreover, the composition engine must also be valid in order 
to produce valid compositions. 
 
Combinatorial explosion of composed models (2 in figure 1): The weaving of 
different aspects leads to different composed models. Likewise, the weaving order of 
aspects may also generate different models. Therefore, the rate of models resulting 
from the composition of different aspects and composition orders grows exponentially 
with the amount of aspects to weave. Moreover, there is no assurance that the 
composed models will be valid or fits the adaptation requirements. This is a serious 
issue because it is necessary to validate a huge amount of composed models. Such 
validation may consume an unrealistic amount of time.  
 
Aspects effects and interactions (2, 3 in figure 1): Different aspects have 
different effects on the base model. Some aspects may add new system properties 
whereas others may remove them. The effect of aspects may depend on the order in 
which they are weaved. For instance, consider two aspects, one relating the 
communication (C) and another relating the security concerns (S). When C is woven 
first, the system network response is very short, whereas when S is woven first, the 
system network response is slower but more secure. Some weaving orders or 
combinations of aspects could add or remove system properties unexpectedly. 
Controlling the emergence of properties introduced/ removed by aspects is very 
important to ensure that the composition result will be valid and aspects will perform 
as expected. Similar problems have been studied at code level. Solutions such as the 
specification of the aspect behavior [3, 6, 20] are used to increase the maintainability 
of aspect-oriented programs. The properties added/ removed by the aspects are 
controlled by the specifications.  
    Aspects adapting a system will interact in a variety of ways. Some interactions may 
include/ exclude the weaving of some aspects; other interactions may interfere or 
partially invalidate the effect of aspects over the system. Moreover, interactions and 
the effect of aspects may change according to the target model they are weaved into. 
Therefore, detecting aspects interactions in advance is very important to avoid 
composition conflicts and know before hand the aspects dependencies [22, 23]. This 
issue is related to critical pair analysis [7, 16, 21] in which the conflicts between 
different interacting features are detected via graph analysis. Critical pair analysis 
detects functional inclusive/ exclusive aspects configurations. However, interaction 
issues can be beyond functional interactions. Aspects can have a qualitative impact 
over the system, for instance making the quality of service better or worst. At code 
level, the characterization of interactions could be used to determine patterns of 
interactions for instance to detect aspect interferences [14]. 
 
Runtime / Design time validation: Since adaptation happens at runtime, adaptive 
systems have to respond to hard time and hardware constraints when adapting, a 
fundamental question is how much of the validation and analysis can be done 
statically? The ideal will be to calculate at design time all the possible interactions 
and effect of aspects and their possible weaving orders. However, this may not be 
possible due to the huge amount of possible weaving orders 
 
An idea to cope with these issues is defining contracts on the aspect models. These 
contracts may be an abstract specification of the effect of the aspects over the system 
and the interactions between aspects. For instance, they can explicitly declare that an 
aspect will increase the overall system security but making it slower. They could also 
allow us to calculate optimal and valid weaving orders. By specifying include/ 
exclude relations between aspects. Moreover, they may be helpful to detect 
interactions conflicts at design time, thus saving some computation time when 
adapting at runtime. The abstract description of the aspects’ effect will help 
determining whether aspects may be valid or not in relation to a base model.  
4  Conclusions 
In this paper we have identified the challenges that appear when validating the 
model composition in the context of adaptive systems. Issues such as the weaving 
order of aspect models, interaction issues and the validation of the composed model 
are not trivial.  Tackling these issues is fundamental to assess the usage of MDE and 
AOM. 
We have pointed out possible ways to address the validation challenges presented 
here. We specially suggest the definition of contracts to tackle several challenges and 
ease the solution of others. In future work we will explore how contracts must look 
like, which information they must contain and how to successfully use them at design 
time and runtime. 
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